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ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s hard to imagine a better subject than the life and times of Steve

JobsÃ¢â‚¬â€•charismatic and difficult, mysterious and inspiring, with a biography that might have

been plucked from Greek myth. In the wake of his death WIRED presents Steve Jobs:

Revolutionary, an eBook featuring our best stories about him. The anthology begins with a

remembrance by Wired senior writer Steven Levy, who interviewed Jobs many times over the last

two decades. We continue with six other stories that track Jobs on his uncanny rise, his dramatic

fall, and his spectacular, unlikely return to Apple.
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While I rarely read this type of "business" book, I can unequivalently say that this book was the best

of this sort I have ever read! It was amazing to learn about Steven Jobs in a personal way, versus

all that we have seen in the press about his business life. Much of what I read was not

complimentary, and much actually showed how very odd he really was, but it all combined to make



him one of the most fascinating business people of our generation. Many companies would be

much better off by following his business tenents. If you want to learn how a strong devotion to a

clear vision can benefit your company, this is a great book to read. Jobs was a world changer, and

this book showed how it all came about. The early years were particularly interesting, as he was not

the technical wiz kid behind the evolution of a technology company, rather he was the "big picture"

person who surrounded himself with very smart people. It was also very interesting to see how he

changed his management style over the years as he grew up and matured - and that let him grow

Apple into the company it is today. This was a hard book to put down!

I purchased this soon after the death of Mr. Steve Jobs mainly out of respect for him and his work,

and to try to learn as much as I could about his creative abilities. I have thoroughly enjoyed reading

this book, and would recommend it to anyone not only for the interest in Mr. Jobs' achievements,

but also to gain insight into the personality of Mr. Jobs', his personal commitment to his family and

the way he dealt with the horrifying disease of cancer.Being a cancer patient myself I found him to

be not only courageous, but honorable, as well.

It is a digest with several authors' insights.This is interesting overall. It is mainly a positive review of

him. He did a lot to improve technology and the lives of his users. It does not really explore all of his

character and life very thoroughly. If you are looking for a biography this may not be right for you. As

the title suggests it is about his accomplishments and style of winning.

A good read to assist a person to get up to date on current technology by helping to fill in gaps in

background. A review of history coupled with a look at what seems to be developing as the future of

computing for all of us: using the cloud to make computing integrated ever more into our "natural"

style of civilization, at least in developed countries.

Wow can you imagine the great Steve Jobs " Wired on coke" ? I just was thinking what a funny

headline that would've been back in the eighties. In all seriousness now this is a great little

bio-interview. However if you've read a lot about Steve Jobs like I have then you kind of get the

sense you've already read this material. However it's still a great read, and it does provide a glimpse

into the mind of the ultimate "Crazy One"........

It was very interesting to learn things you didn't know about Steve Jobs, normally the hip of the



media covers a lot from people like Steve, but certainly the book goes over little details never

covered by the media. Loved the book.

Good book, interesting story

Still reading and enjoying and learning what a giant this man was in the industry. Buy it and enjoy/

learn.
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